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This Town Report is dedicated to the many people who volunteer
their time and talent to the Town of Dunbarton. Names will not
be mentioned due to the number of people involved and the
difficulty of compiling a cornplete and accurate list.
These Volunteers serve with a great amount of pride and
dedication. The quality of service performed is excellent-
The compensation is the satisfaction of helping and the
gratification of being needed.
1993 TOWN OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS
SELECTMEN;
Chainnan:
Richard F. Antonia Term ending
Scott G. Fraser Term ending
John R. Swindlehurst Term ending





































John R. Swindlehurst, III
John R. Swindlehurst, III
Simon Audet
LIBRARY TRUSTEES:







































TRUSTEES C*" TRUST FUNDS:
Barry Lussier Chairman
H. Neil Mclntyre Treasurer




ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
Janet Besser
1993 TOWN OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS
TOWN FOREST COMMITTEE:
Robert Carlson
1993 TOWN OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS















































This report is dedicated to the volunteers of the Town of Dunbarton, the
underpaid and the partially paid. This is what makes Dunbarton such an
outstanding ccmnunity and very unique in this day and age. While most
people elsewhere are ccnplaining, our citizen-volunteers dig in and do
it and they do it willingly. These volunteers handle their tasks with
a great deal of pride and personal satisfaction. These people are truly
fantastic.
Many things have been acccnplished this year and we have nany things left
for the i^) coming year. The Highway Department caught up on highway work
this year. They did a great deal of paving, also conpleting another section
of Grapevine Road. Under drainage and culverts were placed cm a section of
Mental cHia Road.
The Library trustees have developed plans for remodeling the first floor
of the town hal 1
.
A ccmnittee was formed to study the space needs for the town and the Board
of Selectmen appreciate the effort they put forth. The Board also sv^ports
their recdimMidations.
We are deeply indebted to our welfare officer, Richard Mannion, for working
with people in need and yet keeping the heavy burden off the town tax
rate. This has been done by showing people how to utilize many other
programs available.
The Cemetery Trustees noticed we had a severe problem with some dying
maple trees in the cemeteries. These had the potential for destruction
of many of the old memorials. After obtaining many proposals for removal,
they selected a conpany to remove the trees. Incidentally, they were
in worse condition than the exterior showed.
Recycling volunteers have been a benefit in reducing waste taken to
Penacook, thus saving us the tipping fees and transportation costs.
The selectmen received a petition article to increase the nunber of
selectmen from three maiibers to five menibers. The board does not recommend
this.
The board of selectmen extend a sincere thank you to all who helped to
make this year successful
.
Respectfully submitted,
John R. Swindlehurst, Chairman
Richard F. Antonia
Scott G. Fraser
Dunbarton Board of Selectmen
1993 TOWN MEETING
Dunbarton, NH March 9, 1993
The checklist was posted and the meeting called to order by Moderator
Leslie Hamrand at 10:00 AM. The vrarrant was read. A motion to waive the
reading of the body of the warrant passed. Absentee ballots would be
cast at 2:00 FM.
The biisiness portion of the meeting opened at 7:20 PM. Following the
Pledge of Allegiance led by Chief Donald Andrews, town officers were
introduced. Thanks were extended to Dan and Gayle Troy for the use of
their sound system for the school and town meetings.
ARTICLE I.
The following were elected to office at open meeting:








Hog Reeves: Scott Andrews
Eric and Hilary Hodgman
Eric and Hilary Hodgman were sworn into office
by Moderator Hamnnond.
Certificates of appreciation were presented by William Nichols to the
following: Joreen Hendry for 6 years as a Library Tnastee; JoAnn Magoon
for 5 years as a Trustee of Trust Funds; Joan Midgley for 4 years as a
Library Trustee. Leo Chmiel was comnrended for his 14 years as a town
enployee. Richard Antonia gave an award to William Nichols for his 9
years of service as a selectman. A rising vote of thanks weis given
Harold Mooney, to wham the town report was dedicated.
ARTICLE II.
Are you in favor of a three-man Board of Assessors to be the legal
assessing authority for the town? RSA 41:2-d.
(By official ballot) YES: 239; NO: 197
ARTICLE III.
The following motion by Scott Eraser passed: that the Town vote to raise
such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town charges for the
ensuing year and make appropriations of the same in the amounts as
follows:
1993 TOWN MEETING
Town Officers' Salaries $ 19,610.00
Town Officers' Expenses 40,626.00
EiTployee Benefits (FICA) 7,381.00
Election & Registration 1,500.00
Cemeteries 6,000.00
General Government Buildings 15,000.00





Fire Truck Lease 31,342.00
Civil Defense 450.00
Building Inspection 3,500.00
Town Highway Maintenance-Winter 75,000.00
General Expense Highway 43,000.00
Highway Construction 1.00
Class V - Tarring & Maintenance 116,000.00
Street Lighting 275.00





Home Nursing Services 1,576.00
Conrmunity Action Program 1,212.00
General Welfare Assistance 10,000.00








* Being an airount received in the year 1992 from auto permits
collected by the Town Clerk.
ARTICLE IV.
The motion by Janet Besser to see if the Town is in favor of the
recommendations of the Commercial Zoning Committee as contained in their
report passed. YES: 119 NO: 42
ARTICLE V.
The motion by Janet Besser that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 to allow the Selectmen to hire consultants to impleiTtent the
i.ecnrrmr-nrlal]on.<^. pursuant to Article 4 above passed.





The motion by James Psaledas that the Town raise and appropriate
$8,000.00 for capital inprovenients at the Transfer and Recycling Center
passed.
ARTICLE VII.
The motion by Scott Eraser that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$17,900.00 to purchase a police crviiser and equipment passed.
ARTICLE VIII.
The following motion was made by Margaret Watkins: that the Town adopt
the provisions of RSA 79-A:25,II to place fifty percent (50%) of all
revenues from future payments collected pursuant to the land use change
tax set forth in RSA Chapter 79-A in the conservation fund in accordance
with RSA 36:5,111. Such revenues shall be deposited in the conservation
fund at the time of collection aind shall be paid out of said fund for
conservation purposes.
An amendment by Tony Marino to reduce 50% to 35% was defeated.
A second amendment by Michael Chicoine that the words "not to exceed
$2500.00 per annum" be inserted in the original motion pcissed,
YES: 77 NO: 71
The main motion passed as amended 95 FOR, 67 AGAINST;
that the Town adopt the provisions of RSA 79-A: 25, II to place fifty
percent (50%) of all revenues frctn future payments collected, not to
exceed $2500.00 per annum, pursuant to the land use change tax set forth
in RSA Chapter 79-A in the conservation fund in accordance with RSA
36:5,111. Such revenues shall be deposited in the conservation fund at
the time of collection and shall be paid out of said fund for
conservation purposes.
ARTICLE IX.
The motion by Joreen Hendry that the Town approve the relocation of the
Dunbarton Public Library to the Town Hall for a minimum of 20 years, to
reflect the requirements of the Federal Library Services and Construction
Act Title II, passed.
ARTICLE X.
The motion by Jeffrey LeDuc that the Town vote to authorize the Library
Board of Trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without further action
by a town meeting, money from the state, federal or other governmental
unit or private source, including gifts, bequests and trusts, which
beccmes available during the year, in accordance with RSA 202-A:4-c
(effective June 18, 1992), passed.
1993 TOWN MEETING
ARTICLE XI.
The motion by William Nichols that the Tovm vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town gifts, legacies and devises
made to the Town in trust for any public purpose, as peinatted by RSA
31:19, passed.
ARTICLE XII.
The motion by Scott Eraser that the Town vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by town
meeting, money fron the state, federal or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available during the year, in accordance
with RSA 31:95-b, passed.
ARTICLE XIII.
The motion was made by Richard Antonia that the Municipality vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property,
other than cash to the town for any public purposes. This authorization
in accordance with RSA 31:95-e shall remain in effect until rescinded by




The motion was made by William Nichols: that the Town vote to authorize
the Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the Town by Tax
Collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed following a public
auction, or the property may be sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be
otherwise disposed of as justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.
An amendment was made by Margaret Watkins to insert convey "by deed or
retain and hold for public uses following an on-site inspection for
possible hazardous wastes", "subject to a review and recomnendations by
the Planning Board and Conservation Commission". Further, the amended
version of this article shall be printed in future town warrants until
such time as it is changed by the Town Meeting. The amendment passed.
The motion as amended passed: that the Town vote to authorise th:
Selectmen to convey by deed or retain and hold for public uses following
an on-site inspection for possible hazardous wastes, any real estate
acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's deed sul-jject to a review and
reccanrmendations by the Planning Board and Conservation Corrvnission. Any
such conveyance shall be by deed following a public auction, or the
property may be sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise
disposed of as justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80. Further, the
amended version of this article shall be printed in future town warrants




The motion by Scott Fraser that the Tovm vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept the dedication of any street shown on a subdivision
plat approved by the Planning Board, provided that such street has been
constructed to applicc±)le town specifications as determined by the Board
of Selectmen or their agent, passed.
ARTICLE XVI.
The motion by Richard Antonia that the Town vote to withdraw the interest
of $534.06 from the Winslow Town Forest Fund, the same to be used as
determined by the Town Forest Ccnttdttee, passed.
ARTICLE XVII.
The motion by William Nichols that the Town authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes passed.
ARTICLE XVIII.
The motion by Scott Fraser that the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen
to dispose of miscellaneous surplus equipment by sealed bid, auction or
other means with revenues returned to the general fund passed.
ARTICLE XIX.
The motion by Richard Antonia that the Town accept the reports of agents,
auditors, comrdttees and other officers heretofore chosen as printed in
the town report subject to errors and omissions passed.
ARTICLE XX.
Richard Antonia extended thanks to the Boards and Conmittees for all the
hard work they have put in this past year.
The meeting adjourned at 11:00 PM; the polls were closed.
1993 TOWN MEETING
THE RESULTS OF VOTING
Names on Checklist 1087





Total ballots cast 458
181
273
For Town Treasurer for Three Years
Vote for One
Pamela Milioto 411
For Road Agent for Three Years
Vote for One
Simon Audet 382
For Library Trustee for Two Years
Vote for One
Matthew Lavey 396






For Cannetery Trustee for Three Years
Vote for One
John Thalheimer 427
For Trustee of Trust Funds for Two Years
Vote for One
H. Neil Mclntyre 390
For Trustee of Trust Funds for Three Years
Vote for One
Nancy C. Lang 406
For Supervisor of the Checklist for Three Years
Vote for One




TOWN WARRANT - 1994
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF
DONBARTON IN THE COUNTY OF MHWIMACK IN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE
IN TOWN AFFAIRS: TOE POLLS WILL BE OPEU MARCH 8, 1994 FROM 10:00 AM
TO 7:00 PM ex? UNTIL SUCH HOUR AS THE MODERATM^ SHALL DETERMINE.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Dunbarton Comnunity Center in
said Dunbarton on Tuesday the eighth day of March next at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and cast ballots from that hour until at least seven
o'clock in the eveiing of said day for such town officers and school
officers, as they nay be listed on the ballots.
You are also notified to meet at the same place at seven o'clock in
the evening of the same day to act \fl?on the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary town officers for the ensuing year.
2. Are you in favor of increasing the board of selectmen to five
members? The selectmen do not reccmnend. (By Petition)
3. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town
charges for the oisuing year and make appropriations of the same in
amounts as follows:





ElectiOTi & Registration 9,293
Cemeteries 5,100
General Government Bmldings 15,000






Town Highway Maintenance-Winter 75,000
General Expense Highway 43,000
Highway Construction 1
* Class V - Tarring & Maintavance 127,586
Street Lighting 285




Home Nursing Services 1,576
Community Action Program 1,212
General Welfare Assistance 10,000
Old Age Assistance 1

TOWN WARRANT - 1994
or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year. The selectmen recomnnend psissage of
this article.
12. Shall the town accept the provisions of RSA 31:95-b providing that
any town at annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the
selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by
the town meeting, unanticipated money from a state, federal, or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during
the fiscal year? This authorization will remain in effect until
rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting. The selectmen
recommend passage of this article.
13. To see if the town will vote to authorize indefinitely the
selectmen to convey any real estate acqviired by the town by tax
collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed following a
public auction, or the property may be sold by advertised sealed
bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as justice may require,
pursuant to RSA 80:80. The selectmen reconmend passage of this
article.
14. To see if the town will vote to authorize indefinitely the
selectmen to accept the dedication of any street shown on a
subdivision plat approved by the planning board, provided that such
street has been constructed to applicable town specificaticais as
determined by the board of selectmen or their agent. The selectmen
reconrnend passage of this article.
15. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$460.30 to be used as determined by the Town Forest Cantmittee; the
same to be withdrawn from the Wins low Town Forest Fund. The
selectmen recommend this appropriation.
16. Shall the town accept the provision of RSA 33:7 providing that any
town at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the
selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes? The selectmen recormend
passage of this article.
17. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of
miscellaneous surplus equipment by sealed bid, auction or other means
with revenues returned to the general fund. The selectmen recommend
passage of this article.
18. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, comrattees, and other
officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
19. To transact any other business that may legally ccme before this
meeting.
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INVENTORY OF TOWN PROPERTY
SCHEDULE OF IKDMN PROPERTi - AS 'OF DECEMBER 31 1993
Town Hall, Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Library/Town Office Bldg., Land b Building
Furniture, Equipment 6- Books
Police Department, Equipnent
Fire Department, Land and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Land and Buildings
Equipment
Materials and Supplies

















LMDS AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED - TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS






















1846 copy of the proprietor's map which shows the original
owners when the town was first laid out. The original plan
of 1749 is shown in the town history book, "Where the Winds
Blow Free". (The only deviation from that copy and this is
the correction to the boundary lines between Bow and Dunbarton
made in 1846.)
He have divided the nap into three sections, I, B, and C and
enlarged them so that the names and sketches may be seen more
clearly. They are placed throughout this report.
Many thanks to the Historical Awareness Committee for their
loan of this nap. The Committee is having copies printed












ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUE
FOR THE YEAR EtfDED DECEMBER 31, 1993
REVENUES
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Other Taxes




Other Licenses, Permits & Fees
Shared Revenue
Highvray Block Grant










































Due to Local School District 1,774,950
Due to Regional School District
Less: Shared Revenues 18,227
1993 COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
CASH AVAILABLE FOR CURRENT EXPENSES:
Custody of Treasurer, 12/31/93
Conservation Catimission Funds, 12/31/93
Petty Cash
CAPITAL RESERVE FtlNDS IN CUSTODY OF
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FTJNDS:





















TOTAL ASSETS $ 1,354,138
LIABILITIES:
LIABILITIES OWED BY THE TOWN:
Bills Outstanding




Due for Gravel & Sand
Due for Care of Cemeteries






TOTAL LIABILITIES and SURPLUS $ 1,354,138
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SUMMARY OF THE TREASURER'S ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1993
Cash on Deposit December 31, 1993
Receipts 1/1/93 to 12/31/93
Total
Disbursements 1/1/93 to 12/31/93










TOWN CLERKS REPORT - 1993
DEBITS:
2125 Motor Vehicle permits
issued in 1993 $127,787.50
Bad Check Fines and Mailing Charges 32.29
Refunds (202.00)






























PENALTIES, COST, & FEES
Returned Check Fees, Etc.
Tax Lien Cost 2,559.95
TOTAL DEBITS
REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR - 1993
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS




































TOTAL CREDITS $146,569.40 $105,339.44 $98,559.15
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES SOLD TO OTHERS








REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR - 1993
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS




and Albert Aucoin 14-01-34
Michel & Jacqueline Belanger 13-03-06
Catherine Beliveau B6-02-07
Steven K. Brenan H5-01-01
Steven K. Brenan H5-02-02
CF Investments, Inc. B4-01-07
CF Investments, Inc. B4-01-08
Judith Champagne B4-04-04
Jeff & Bronda Crosby E3-02-09
Jeff & Bronda Crosby E3-02-36










Arthur Dunham, Jr. D6-01-05
Karen & Thomas A. Gleason J3-02-02M
Thomas A. & Karen M. Gleason J3-02-02
David & Louise Gustafson F3-01-09
Ray G. & Carol Johnson, Jr. H3-01-02
Julien & Sandra Leduc J3-01-02
Carroll & Mary Lloyd A3-01-01
Richard & Vicki Messina C5-01-10
Richard & Vicki Messina C5-03-01
Richard & Vicki Messina D5-01-01
Joanne Murphy E5-01-04
Priscilla B. Phillips 12-02-06
Thomas & Maura Smith Kl-05-02
Tran/Scan Indust. Corp. H2-01-03
Adrien Trudeau E6-01-02
Walter Voydatch J3-01-08

























































REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR - 1993
Michel & Jacqueline Belanger 13-01-06




CF Investments, Inc. B4-01-07
CF Investments, Inc. B4-01-08
Judith Champagne B4-04-04
John K. & Stella Chase, Sr. 11-02-05
Kenneth A. & Maureen Chase 11-02-03
Charles Colbath E3-02-31
Robert J. Corriveau, Sr. J2-01-05
Lucien & Dorothy Costa Kl-11-06
Jeff & Bronda Crosby E3-02-09
Jeff & Bronda Crosby E3-02-36
Jeff & Bronda Crosby E3-02-36A
Anne Crowley E3-02-33
Robert Cruess H4-02-04








Arthur Dunham, Jr. D6-01-05
Raymond & Laura Fields B6-01-01
Gerald & Deborah Gelinas B2-01-01
Karen & Thomas A. Gleason J3-02-02M
Thomas A. & Karen M. Gleason J3-02-02
David Guay H4-02-02
David & Louise Gustafson F3-01-09
Ray G. & Carol Johnson, Jr. H3-01-02
Leo Leclerc J3-03-01
Julien & Sandra Leduc J3-01-02
Michael & Karen Lessard G4-01-09
James Levesque Kl-11-14
Carroll & Mary Lloyd A3-01-01
Paul & Joan Morin C3-04-01
Paul & Joan Morin C4-01-03
Joanne Murphy E5-01-04
New Greenton Prop. C5-01-10
New Greenton Prop. C5-03-01
New Greenton Prop. D5-01-01
Donald & Cynthia Perkins B3-02-06
Priscilla B. Phillips 12-02-06
William & Nancy Sherman C6-02-01




William J. & Joan E. Wagner Kl-11-04





REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR







































DUNBARTON BOARD OF ASSESSORS
The Board of Assessors met regularly the third Tuesday of each month
since March 1993. This Board was appointed by the Selectmen after the
last tovm ineeting.
During the course of the year, the Board met with Dunbarton taxpayers to
discuss problans they have had with their aissessments . Those people
having problems with incorrect information on measurements or description
of property were readily helped. Those with problems unable to be
resolved by the Board of Assessors were turned over to the expertise of
the town aissessor, Mr. Compton French.
On January 5th and January 10, 1994 the Board of Assessors met with
taxpayers who had scheduled appointjments to discuss the abatements they
had filed with the town. Many of the cOaatements were settled at the town
level thus relieving the taxpayers of the need to go to the State Board
of Tax and Land Appeals.
Appointments to meet with the Board of Assessors can be nade with town
secretary, Janice Jelley, by calling 774-3541.
The Board of Assessors wants to publicly thank Conpton French, the town
assessor, for being just a phone call away whenever they have a problem
they cannot work through. He provides a great service to the Town of
Dunbarton and the Board of Assessors. His faithful service has saved the
taxpayers great sums of money.
The Board of Assessors would also like to thank Janice Jelley for her
help in organizing the agenda of the monthly meetings, preparing
necessary forms and documents, scheduling appointments and all the many





Dunbarton Board of Assessors
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DUNBARTON PLANNING BOARD
The Pi arming Board held regular monthly meetings on the third Wednesday
of each month at 7:00 P.M.
During 1993 the Board received nine (9) applications for subdivisions;
in addition two (2) previously approved subdivisions were requested to
be rescinded. This year there were no request by the Zoning Board for
recommendations for site suitability. Three (3) lot line adjustments
were approved, and there were no applications pending at the year end.
One application Wois denied because of the lack of suitable access. Two
(2) Site Plan Reviews were done for compliance with that portion of the
regulation.
The rescinded subdivisions eliminated nine (9) lots and the new
subdivisions created ten (10) new lots, therefore the net increase for
1993 was only one (1) lot. The appeal of the Court decision up holding










SECTION A OF PROPRIETOR'S MAP


















The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association continues to offer three
major health services to the residents of Dunbarton: Home Care, Hospice
and Health Promotion.
Home Care services respond to the health care needs of those patients with
acute or chronic illnesses that require skilled professional and para-
professional care so they may return to or rannain in their homes. Eirtphasis
is on promoting independence and maximum functioning of the patient within
the least restrictive setting.
Hospice services provide professional and para-professional services to
the terminally ill patient with a limited life expectancy. The goal is to
enhance the quality of the patient's remaining life by helping he/she
remain at home in comfort and dignity. Bnnphasis is on pain and symptom
management and skilled intervention to meet the patient's special
physical, emotional and spiritual needs.
It is anticipated that construction of the CRVNA Hospice House will be
conpleted in the Spring of 1994. The agency will then be providing
residential hospice care services in the hospice house, as well as hospice
care within the hone.
Health Promotion services fociis on the low and marginal income families
and individuals to prevent illness by professional assessment and
screening for health risks and needs, by early intervention to prevent,
eliminate, or minimize the impact of illness and/ or disability, and by
anticipatory guidance and health teaching. Bnnphasis is on promoting
healthy children, families and individuals through early intervention and
health teaching. Services rendered in the clinic setting are: child
health, prenatal, family planning, sexually transmitted disease, adult
screening, imnniunizations, and HIV (AIDS) testing and counseling. Hcsne
visits are made in crisis situations or when needed health care cannot be
given in the clinic. Senior health services are provided at congregate
housing sites. Professional and para-professional hourly home services
are provided on a private fee-for-service basis. Health education and
instruction are part of each home visit or clinic visit.
Anyone in Dunbarton may request service; patient, doctor, health facility,
pastor, friend or neighbor. All requests are answered, but continuing
home care will only be provided with a physician's order.
A call to Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (224-4093) is all
that is necessary to start services or make inquires. The CRVNA office is
open Monday through Friday form 7:30 am to 5:00 pm. A nurse is on call
for hospice and home care patients: (224-4093) 4:30 pm - 7:30 am daily.
Federal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all visits. Fees
are scaled for the individual without health insurance and/ or who is
unable to pay the full charge. However, to fee scale, federal regulations
require a financial statement be ccmpleted by the patient or responsible





This agency is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid Piovidt?i, licensed by the
State of New Hanpshire, accredited by the Joint Conmssion on
Accreditdi icn of Healthcare Orgairizations (JCAHO) and is a member agency
of the United Way of Merrimack County.
Total visits made duiing October 1, 1992 through September 30, 1993:
Number of Clients Visits
Home Care/Hospice 15 266
Health Promotion 27 42
Total 42 308
3 Bereavanent Support Groups
2 Hospice Volunteer Training
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DUNBARTON LIBRARY TRUSTEE - 1993
During the last year the Trustees and Building Comrdttee have been
extraordinarily busy with the renovation project of the old town hall.
In fact the final plans have been completed with the help and direction
of the Building Cormvittee and our architect, Rudy Houk of Architects
Planning Team of Concord.
Our librarian, Nancy Lang, has finished her final course for her Library
Techniques Certificate. She has attended and passed all requiranients for
her certificate and now is a fully certified librarian.
The family passes for the Boston Museum of Science and the Christa
McCauliffe Planetarium were available again for our patrons usage. In
the coming year the Boston Museum of Science pass will not be renewed. A
new policy of Reimbursement for costs for patrons who attend museums will
be initiated. See the librarian for more infomnation.
Membership in the Hillstown Co-op (15 libraries) enabled us to share in a
literacy grant. This grant allowed several town members to be trained as
tutors. They are able to teach others the necessary skills of reading
and writing. The Co-op also received a Federal F\inds matching grant to
update the electronic capabilities of the individual libraries. Fourteen
libraries received plain paper facsimile machines during the month of
December. These new machines allow each library to fax information
requests instead of using the cumbersome and time consuming van
transportation system. At our library this machine also will be
available for patrons to send and receive a fax at a nominal transmission
charge
.
Children's programs for the year have continued to be a highlight at our
library. The sumnner reading program continues to draw children and
adults to the library. The story time program continues to grow with many
mothers volunteering to help out. Our librarian has continued to
increase programs. A recent visit during Children's book week was made by
Dr. Ann McGreevy, a professor from Notre Dame College. She presented a
slide show and discussed the lives of Lewis Carroll and Beatrix Potter.
Our rental book program from McNaughton books is continuing to be a
popular plan. The addition of young adults and children's books has
increased circulation and added new patrons to the library.
A new software package called Winnebago Cat, (a cataloging system) has
been added to our computerized circulation system. This cataloging
system will allow for electronic searches for infonnation located in the
library. In the future (upon conpletion of data input) the present card
catalog system will be replaced by this electronic searching enabling
patrons to search for information themselves. A computer search will
determine if the information is available in the library and also if the
material is already in circulation.
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DUNBARTON LIBRARY TRUSTEES - 1993
Oui- long range planning goal of increasing patron count has been
successful chiring 1993 and the intended increase cf IC^c has been
surpassed. The annual culling of materials has allowed us to not only-
increase shelf space for new purchases but to allow the librarian to sell
nxaterials at the book sale. All remaining culled materials were donated
to the Concord Salvation Army for their reuse.
In closing, the Library Trustees have spent long hours with the library
staff to increase the services and materials available for the patrons of
the Dunbarton Library. It is our hope that the Trustees and Building
Comrmttee will present you with a new facility in the coming year. We
are looking forward to seeing all of you at our opening day at the new,








DUNBARTON LIBRARY TRUSTEE - 1993
DUNBARTON PUBLIC LIBRARY - 1993 BUEKSET
INCOME
DUNBARTON LIBRARY TRUSTEES - 1993
Charles A. Little Legacy ( Concord Savings Bank)
Balance 12/31/92 93334.28
Jan to Aug 1993 INTEREST 279165 96125 93
6/29/93 Tr to Checking Account -504 44 504 44
8/31/93 Tr. to Savings Account -95621.49 OOP
Concord Savings Bank, Savings Account 9562 1 49
Aug to Dec 3 1 Interest 974.85 96596 34
Concord Savings Bank, Checking Account 504.44
Aug to Dec 31 Interest 3,24 507.68
Charles A. Little Legacy (New Dartmouth Bank)
Balance 12/31/92 14235 63
1/93-12/ 93 INTEREST 354 2 14589 63
CREDITS 3734 6 18324 43
DEBITS -10438 11 7886 32
Udell White Christmas Fund (New Dartmouth Bank)
Balance 12/31/92 267 60
1/93-12/93 INTEREST 7.78 275.38
DEBITS -4.99 270.39
Chase Fund (New Dartmouth Bank)
Balance 12/31/92 140226
1/93-9/93 INTEREST 41 06 1443 32
9/1 5/93 Transfer to C A. Little Legacy -1443.32 00
Parker Station Neighborly Fund (New Dartmouth Bank)
Balance 12/31/92 523 39
1/93-10/93 INTEREST 1560 538 99
1/5/93 Transfer to C A. Little Legacy -538 99 00
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DUNBARTON LIBRARY TRUSTEES - 1993
William & Agnes Marshall Memorial Fund (New Dartmouth Bank)
Balance 12/31/92
1/93-11/33 INTEREST 65 95
1 1/1 7/93 Transfer to C.A. Little legacy
1686.34
1752.29
1 752 29 00
Dunbarton Public Library (Merrimack County Savings Bank)





Dunbarton Public Library (Merrimack County Savings Bank)
Checking Account




DUNBARTON LIBRARY REPORT^ 1993
DUNBAirrON PUBLIC LIBRARY REl'ORT
Total Holdings. 1/1/93
ACQUISITIONS:
































Requests to borrow from us
Requests to lend to us



































Attendance at programs Ariults--4n Chi Idren--695
Respectfully submitted.
NancN C. Lang. Librarian
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KUNCANOWET TOWN FOREST & CONSERVATION AREA
KUNCANCWET TCWN FOREST AND CONSERVATION AREA
1. The Land Conservation Investment Program (which helped Dunbar ton
acquire land to fonn the Kuncanowet Town Forest and Conservation
Area) expired June 30, 1993, as provided by the laws which
established the program (RSA 221: A and Chapter Law 341) in May of
1987.
2. Per Articles XII and XXIII passed at town meeting, March 14,1989,
lots Kl-01-11, Kl-01-19 and a portion of Karl Upton's lot on Everett
Road have become part of K.T.F.C.A.
3. The perimeter of K.T.F.C.A. boundary is in the process of being
flagged and blazed.
4. All trail work and maintenance is being done by volunteers and trail
material has been donated.













J. Will cox Brown, Honorary Mannber
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DUNBARTON TOWN FOREST COMMITTEE
The comnittee continued its program of having Town Forest land surveyed
and marked. This year we had the 95.44 acre area on the west side of
Kimball Pond Road surveyed and marked. This property, made up of several
parcels, has never been surveyed and required a lot of research and field
work.
Again, as last year, we had two thousand yards of sand screened at the
Winslow pit for town winter maintenance use.
We've ccrpleted the test pits and subdivision of the Upton piece, so
called, owned by Howard Weston. A deed will be conveyed to the Town
shortly for a 13.96 acre tract of this parcel with frontage on Everett






Scott Warriner, Assistant Treasurer
J. Will cox Brown, Honorary Member
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DUNBARTON TOWN FOREST COMMITTEE
FINANCIAL REPORT
Balance, January 1, 1993 $ 25,891.44
Receipts 1993:
Interest on passbook $ 767.86
Interest on Trust Funds 534.06
Sand & Gravel Sales (Tovm of Dunbarton) 3,000.00
Conservation Cortmission Reimbursement 1,675.86
Total Receipts 1993:
DUNBARTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Ccmnission continued its evaluation of Dunbarton's wetlands. Its
appeal for additional volunteers produced two recruits, Larry Cook and
Charlie Petras. Their help has proved invaluable -- others interested
in assisting should contact a Comrdssion mannber. This year Bela Brook
"north" was revisited as a training site, and several field trips were
organized to assess Kimball Pond and associated wetlands to the north
and south. Each wetland evaluation involves both field and indoor work.
In October the ComnrvLssion contracted with the University of New
Hanpshire's Environmental Outreach Program for a resource assessment of
Kimball Pond. The five UNH students met with Comtiussion members and made
several field visits to the area. They prepared a concise and informative
report, "Resource Information and Reconmendations for Managannent of the
Great Meadows and Kimball Pond", and presented their information at a
meeting Decannber 6. Scott Warriner and his father contributed information
of wildlife use and history of the area. A copy of their report is
available at the library.
As usual , Ccmmission members monitored the Story and Westbrook/Schimacher
easements to make sure condition of the easanents were being met. A
violation was found on the Story easement, where there was evidence of
open fires at the edge of the easement property. A "no open fires" sign
was posted. The Camnission re-blazed the boundary line on the Town-owned
Kaminski property (a.k.a. Ray Road lot), consisting of 20 acres.
Fulfilling its statutory obligation, the Conservation Cormdssion reviewed
two applications and one amendment to the State Wetlands Board. All were
for ponds, two of which included fire hydrants requested by the Fire
Department to service areas without water.
The Commission received $2,500.00 from the current use change tax, which
was placed in the Conservation Fund, per vote of the 1993 Town Meeting.
In response to a request from a landowner, the Commission looked at one
small lot at Gorham Pond in terms of its conservation values, which for
Town purposes, were considered nil. The Commission also checked a site
for alleged wetlands violations reported by a resident.
The Conservation Comnnission meets on the second Wednesday of the month
at 7:30 pm at the town offices. Townspeople are welcome to attend.
Respectfully submitted:
Margaret Watkins, Chairman








Jane Grant, Honorary Member
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DUNBARTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
PROPERTY UNDER THE CX)NSERVATION CXM4ISSI0N
Two Lots in the Great Meadow
Great Meadow Lot, gift of Ted Cusson















FINANCIAL REPORT - 1993




Less Payments to Town Forest Ccmnnittee (1,675.86)
Current Use Penalty Received in 1993 2,500.00





Introduction: 1993 was the recycling center's second full year of
operation. The center's continuing success demonstrated the town's
increaising support for recycling. We saw increases in types of items
recycled, tonnage of recyclaibles delivered, revenue generated, numbers of
volunteers and recycling comnnittee meniters.
Materials and Revenue: The cen':er delivered 115 tons of recycled
naterials to markets in 1993, up from 102 tons in 1992. This figure
represents 16% of our total warte stream of 770 tons, a slight increase
in percentage over last year. Still, the figures are encouraging
considering several significcJit factors that affected operations this
year, including equipment problems and tximover of town enployees
responsible for equipment and delivery. The solid waste delivered to the
Penacook incinerator was up this year, to 685 tons from 559, due at least
in part to the disposal of about half of the furniture pile that had
accumulated over several years. Even so, recycling revenues and overall
solid Wciste savings were also up. The town received $3,500 in revenue
from recyclables and saved approximately $8,400 in cost avoidance.
Savings represent $4,500 in saved tipping fees to Penacook, as well as
approximately $3,990 in saved transportation costs.
We added textiles to the list of items we accepted this year for
recycling. The textiles are collected and processed by Ecosmith of New
Boston.
Not included in this report are items the town traditionally collected as
part of the solid waste program, such as tires, scrap metal, automobile
batteries, and motor oil. These items are currently handled by the
selectmen's office.
The following chart sunmarizes recycled materials and revenues for the
first two years of operation:
1992 1993
Cans (aluninum, steel)
Glass (brown, clear, green)






Operations: The ongoing operation of the center proceeded relatively
smoothly given the disruption caused by town staffing changes this year.
Volunteer participation in the center's operation grew to a high of 140
but dropped back to 102 by year's end. Three volunteer training sessions
were held. Several new members joined the recycling corrmittee to help
plan and oversee operations.
The $8,000 capital equipnnent allocation was rolled over to 1994. The
recycling committee decided to reconsider its plans for additional




committee is continuing its research on equipment and methods of handling
materials.
A large amount of hazardous materials were intercepted from the cornpactor
this year by a conscientious employee. After researching the town's
alternatives for proper disposal of the materials, the committee
recomnended that the town deliver them to a hazardous waste collection
site. Accordingly, Dunbarton joined Henniker and other towns in hosting
a Household Hazardous Waste Collection day in October of 1993. The
committee prepared and distributed informational flyers and newspaper
announcements on the event.
The committee also updated and distributed flyers on how to prepare
naterials for recycling, and prepared a newspaper article with recycling
tips.
As a significant achievement, the committee submitted a winning grant
application for a $9,000 tree-planting grant from the Small Business
Association. The funds will be used for several landscaping projects at
the town hall/library, school/fire station, and transfer station/
recycling center.
We have continued to revise the five year plan to reflect our expenses
and needs for the recycling program. Please see the next page for the
latest plan.
The recycling Committee is pleased with the town's participation in
recycling this year. Yet we have much more to do. The state's recycling
goals are 25% of the waste stream by 1995 and 40% by the year 2000.
For 1994, the cotrmittee plans to focus on improving the efficiency of the
center's operations, encouraging more families to recycle and enlisting
more volunteers to run the center and to join the conmittee. Committee
menbers will also coordinate work and resources on the SBA-funded
landscaping projects.
Heartfelt thanks are extended to all who participated in the recycling
program this year in any capacity. The success of the program depends on
you. The coTrnittee is truly grateful for your support. We hope you will
continue your enthusiastic support and assistance with recycling cuid
landscaping in 1994.
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DUNBARTON RECYCLING COMMITTEE REPORT
FIVE-YEAR CAPITALIZATION PLAN - DUNBARTCW RECYCLING CENTER
Expenditure 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
RECYCLING:
38 X 50 building
38 X 30 bid. addition
baler/wiring
pallet truck























30,700 8,000 8,000 15,000 15,000
Dedicated recycling committee members and volunteers
take a break from recycling duties.
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DUNBARTON CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Cemetery Tiustees met on the second Monday of each month to conduct
business and to oversee Cemetery activities.
Mapping of Center Cer«tery continued, thanks to the interest and work
of Judy Keefe. This project will continue in 1994.
Veteran graves were identified and stones marked with black dots to assist
in placement of flags for Memorial Day. The local American Legion Post
has volunteered to maintain the list of Veteran graves and to distribute
flags in all cemeteries.
Five dying trees were removed from Center Cernetery and one from East
Cemetery to minimize the possibility of damage to grave stones frcm
falling limbs. The wood was offered to town residents for fire wood.
Funds received frcm the Trustees of Trust Funds were in the amount of
$959.17 representing maintenance funds available for perpetual care in
1992 and $171.50 representing the amount of interest earned from the
general cemetery maintenance care. This money was deposited in the town
general fund.







DUNBARTON ZONING BOARD OFADJUSTMENT
The Dunbarton Zoning Board of Adjustment is scheduled to meet on the
second Monday of each month and met as business required during calendar
year 1993. The following cases were heard:
VARIANCES:
John and Kimberli Leitner - Granted a Variance to allow them to locate a
well and septic system less than the required 50 feet of the boundary on
their property located on Karen Road at Gorham Pond in the Low Density
District.
Jonathan Welch - Granted a Variance to allow him to construct a garage
less than the required 50 feet of the boundary on his property located
on Kelsea Road in the Low Density District.
Michel Bel anger - Granted a Variance to allow him to apply to the
Dunbarton Planning Board for a subdivision/annexation to annex land from
one lot to another, thus creating a lot with less than the required five
acres at his property located on Stark Highway North in the Low Density
District.
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:
Beverly Marcou - Merrimack County Superior Court remanded the Beverly
Marcou approved Special Exceptions for Office and Manufacturing on Stark
Lane in the Low Density District back to the Dunbarton Zoning Board of
Adjustment for a re-hearing and decision. After a Public Hearing in
June, the Zoning Board approved both the Office Use and Manufacturing
use again with reasons for the approval included within the decision.
Abutters again requested a re-hearing of the approved Special Exceptions
and the Dunbarton Zoning Board of Adjustment denied the Request for a
Re-Hearing in July. The abutters again appealed to the Merrimack County
Superior Court and the case is still pending with no decision to date.
The case is scheduled to be heard in February of 1994.
The Dunbarton Zoning Board of Adjustment spent considerable time and
effort on the Beverly Marcou request for a Special Exception. The case
has been back and forth from the Town to the Court since 1991 with no
final decision made by the Merrimack County Superior Court at least
until spring of 1994.
OTHER BUSINESS:
Jacques and Kim Bel anger - The Dunbarton Zoning Board of Adjiistment
signed the necessary paperwork for a "Family Day Care Facility" on
Rangeway Road in the Low Density District.
Tricia Jenks Ludwig - The Dunbarton Zoning Board of Adjustment signed
the necessary paperwork for a "Family Day Care Facility" on Old
Hopkinton Road in the Low Density District.
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DUNBARTON ZONING BOARD OF AJUSTMENT
The definition of "Family Day Care Facility" is defined as follows in
the Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance:
"Family Day Care Center - The care of up to six (6) full-time pre-
school children and three (3) part-time school aged children in the
home of a child care provider (See RSA 672:1)."
In considering an appeal , the Board must act on the evidence before it
and make its decision. In making its decision, the Board often
stipulates certain restrictions, which the appellant must adhere to. In
a case involving a conflict of interest with a Board member, the
Alternate member sits with the Board of Adjustment. The member with the
conflict of interest is excluded from all deliberations and the vote on
the decision. The Board of Adjustment must act within the limits set by
the Dunbarton Zoning Ordinance and enforcement of its decisi.ons rest
with the Selectmen.
Again this past year, the Dunbarton Zoning Board of Adjustment expressed
concern regarding the situation at Gorham Pond with regard to inadequate
septic systems, no year round water supply and conversion of sumnner
residences to all year hones. The Board noted again that this
particular development was specifically designed to be a suimver
residential community and not a year-round development. With times
changing and the recession, more and more summer canps are being
converted to year-round use, thus creating a demand for year-round water
systems and wells, and upgraded septic systems which are inpossible to
fit onto the lots without the granting of a Variance. This situation
has caused considerable problems with regard to ground water and septic
systems. The Board again noted they will review all requests for
Variances in the Gorham Pond development very carefully in the future




Alison R. Riley, Secretary
Terrance Swain
Gertrude Dulude
David Marshal 1 , Alternate
Merton Mann, Alternate
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DUNBARTON VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Dunbarton Fiie Department responded to 142 calls for assistance
during 1993, this is a 35.2% increase over 1992. This is another sign
that the increase m the population is requiring more services. The
mannbers of the Fire Department continue to serve the Town with no
ccanpensation.
In February the Department put it's ambulance into service with our first
call on the 27th of February. We are providing the service free of
charge on a volunteer basis. All ambulance personnel are Nationally
registered Bnnergency Medical Technicians. Many members have continued on
in their training to a intermediate level to provide the town with an
advanced skill level where as they are capable of IV' s and drug therapy.
Members have spent many hours of their own time training to be sible to
serve the town to the best of their ability. Anyone interested in
joining the Department as either a fire fighter or as an EMT should
contact the Chief or stop in the station on a Monday night to pick up an
application.
A reminder that a written permit is required for any outside burning.
Permits can be obtained by calling the following people: Warden, John
R. Swindlehurst, III (774-4577), Deputy Louis Marcou (774-5508), Deputy
Fred Mullen (774-3796), or Deputy Peter Hecker (774-3027). The phone
number for Elnergencies is 225-3355, non-emergencies, 774-3542.
I would like to thank all the members who continue to provide an
excellent service to the Town of Dunbarton. Members have spent hundreds
of hours training, maintaining the equipment and responding to calls.
This would not have been possible without the cooperation of the Police
Department, the Highway Department, the Board of Selectmen and everyone
who has supported our efforts this past year. We look forward to your
support next year.
1993 Department Responses
Structural - 6 Mutual Aid - 17
Chiimey - 4 Brush - 5
Wires - 2 Alarm Activations - 26
Medical - 40 Vehicle - 2
Service Calls - 23 Car Accidents - 14
Hazardous Materials - 3
Respectfully submitted,




During calendar year 1993, the State of New Hanpshire experienced an average
nunber of wildfires. The three leading causes of these wildfires were
canp fires left unattended, unsupervised children and debris fires that
escaped control. All of these fires are preventeible, but C*ILY with your
help!
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with forest fire
prevention. New Hanpshire State Law (RSA 224:27 II) requires that, "No
person, firm or corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire
or bum or cause to be burned any material in the open, except when the
ground is covered with snow, without first obtaining a written fire permit
from the Forest Fire Warden of the town where the burning is to be done."
Violations of RSA 224:27 II and the other burning laws of the State of
New Hampshire are misdanteanors punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and/or
a year in jail and you are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
The State of New Hanpshire, Division of Forest and Lands assisted many towns
in wild land fire suppression during 1993 and participated in many fire
prevention programs. This year, the nation is celebrating Smokey Bear's
50th anniversary. The State of New Hampshire Forest Protection Bureau will
be working with many camiunities to spread the fire prevention message - "
Remember. . .Only YOU can prevent forest fires. Fire prevention is the most
cost effective fire suppression tool. Please be careful around fires and
help us and our comnnunities have a fire safe year.
"REMEMBER.. SMOKEY HAS FOR FIFTY YEARS!"
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1993
STATE DISTRICT TOWN OF DUNBARTON
Number of Fires: 545 219 5
Acres Burned: 224 78 4
Bryan C. Nowell, Forest Ranger
John R. Swindlehurst, Forest Fire Warden
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DUNBARTON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
We had only one incident where we opened a shelter. That was the
"Blizzard of 93". In conjunction with the fire and police departments
personnel, the fire station was manned for the entire storm. Fortunately
no residents required the shelter. If m the future you find yourself in
need of shelter assistance or aid in coping with mother nature, please
feel free to contact the fire or police department.
I would like to thank the many residents who called and opened their homes
to anyone in need of shelter assistance. I would also like to thank the







Your Police Department has had a very active year. This year residential
burglaries have been fewer in number. Our most serious problem came fron>
uncontrolled parties, domestic disputes and alcohol related problems.
People who drink must know what the line is between pleasure and problem and
we ask them to review it closely. There are irany new laws pertaining to
domestic disputes and also the improper use of alcohol. These are
very harsh. A police officer may not want to pursue these, however, the
laws are specific and he must.
This year we have received more in depth training at Troop D of the N.H.
State Police. They bring in different instructors for specific itams. They
are fortunate to have enough personnel to create specialists in many areas.
Modem day justice demands that everything be handled properly or else the
case is lost on a technicality. While at times this can be very
disappointing, these situations also protect you and me from improper
arrest, searches and seizures.
Any resident of Dunbarton wishing to serve the cortmunity as a police officer
should contact Chief Andrews who will explain the requirements.
The Dunbarton Police Department for the past 40 or 50 years has been
operated from the Chief's house. There have been a couple of exceptions.
The first was when the new Fire Station was built in the 60s and the second
time was after the library vacated the town hall. The Fire Station office
was given up due to limited privacy for conducting police work. The town
hall office is not heated and consequently not very pleasant at certain
times. The ccmmittee which is studying space needs of the carrmunity have
made a recommendation to build an addition on the rear of the Fire House for
a police station. Your Police Department supports their reccmnendation.
Again we wish to thank everyone who has helped make this year a good year
for Dunbarton. Special thanks to the Dunbarton Fire Department, the






We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Dunbarton, New Hanpsliire, as of Deceniber 31, 1992 and for the
year then ended. These general purpose financial statejnents are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these general purpose financial statennents based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by managemient, as presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include
the general fixed assets account group, which should be included in order
to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amounts
that should be recorded as general fixed assets are not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the
omission described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose
financial statements referred to in the first paragraph present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Dunbarton,
New Hampshire, as of Decent)er 31, 1992 and the results of its operations
and the cash flows of its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the
year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The acconpanying combining
and individual fund financial statements listed as supporting schedules in
the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis
and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Dunbarton, New Hampshire. Such information has been subjected
to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material
respects in relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as
a whole.
Respectfully submitted.
Mason 6< Rich Professional Association
Accountants and Auditors
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1993 has ccxne and gone along with our fourth year for the corrmission.
The mannbers have worked hard at increasing programs and at irr^roving
those already in place.
The aerobics program has added a "step aerobics" day on Saturday
mornings. This group meets at 7:45 am at the Cormunity Center.
Attendance is doing well. Sign up if you are interested in "stepping"
your way to health and fitness.
Another new addition for the Recreation Commission is the "Tae Kwon Do"
program on Tuesday nights. This program for all ages started in
September and has begun with a "kick". Attendance is greater than
expected, the members of this group range from first grade to middle age
adults.
Our thanks to Mr. Murray McKay for his donation for the second year of a
beautiful Christmas Tree. Also, our thanks to Jeff Crosby and Les
Hammond for their time and equipment used to "plant" the tree. Dunbarton
Telephone Company was instrumental in the decorating of the tree.
Without the use of their bucket truck, we would not have been able to
reach the top of the tree to string the lights. The tree lighting
ceremony was a great success with many towns people and children in
attendance. Santa's visit was a hit with the children and their parents.
HO HO HO and thanks again to Santa for a job well done.
The second annual Halloween movie and costume event was held at the
Comnnunity Center. The Silver Birch 4H Club provided another great
addition to this event. The Haunted Walk held in the adjacent woods was
a spooky addition. The walk was fun for all and we certainly appreciate
the group of children and parents that made this portion of our Halloween
event possible.
The Eeister Egg Hunt was a resounding success. The Easter Bunny hid over
700 Easter eggs that were searched out and found by more than 100
children in attendance. This years event had the highest attendance ever
in the three years we have run it. Door prizes were handed out after the
egg hunt to lucky ticket holders.
Our youth basketball program is a continuing success. The addition of a
7th & 8th grade girl's team has increased the number of teams to seven.
This is the largest number we have ever had in the tri -mountain league.
The 1st & 2nd grade skills development team returned this year with a
huge success. The number of participants increased and the children
enjoyed their six week program. The basketball program has 105 members
from the towns 1-8 grade boys and girls presently signed up. Our thanks
to the volunteer coaches and staff who have made this program the success
that it is. Without your efforts these children would not have a
program.
The girls softball program was expanded during 1993 with the addition of
a 7th & 8th grade team. This addition brings the total of teams to four
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DUNBARTON RECREATION COMMISSION
and includes our 2nd S. 3rd grade instructional team. Our softball
program had more than 55 players involved for the season. Our thanks to
all the coaches and staff who volunteered their time and energy to this
program. A special thanks to the coaches aind staff of the instructional
team. You may have been "coaching rookies" at the start of the season
but by the end you were true professionals. You did a great job with our
youngest and most inexperienced players. Our thanks to the Dunbarton PTC
and Steven Singer for their donations this year.
In August the first annual combined effort Chicken BBQ, road race, horse
shoe contest, street dance and PTO fun day was held. Our thanks to the
Dunbarton American Legion Post 116, the Dunbarton Congregational Church
and the Dunbarton PTO for their efforts that made this day a success.
It's too bad the sawmill had to catch on fire or the Fire Department VS
Girl's Softball coaches softball game could have continued. The game was
in full swing with the coaches in the lead but the Fire Department was
coming on strong when the alarms were sounded and play was stopped. Well
maybe next year we can play another game and this time to the finish !!
Programs sponsored or participated in by Dunbarton Recreation Conmssion:
ADULT BASKETBALL (MALE & FEMALE)



















DUNBARTON HISTORICAL AWARENESS COMMITTEE
The Historical Awareness Committee of Dunbarton is charged by the Town to
identify and document historic buildings and sites throughout the town, and to
provide historical educational materials for the Elementary School. The portions of
the 1845 Proprietors' Map that are used for this year's Town Report are taken from a
copy of this map, courtesy of the Committee. The current members of the Historical
Awareness Committee are:





The Committee has met monthly and is able to report significant progress with
its projects. Both the 1992 North Dunbarton Bike Tour and the 1992 Center
Dunbarton Walking Tour were completely distributed in the school and through
the Library and Town Clerk's office. There tours have been re-edited for 1993, and
have been made available in the above mentioned places. Additional copies are still
on hand for those interested. A 1993 Road Rally Tour of East Dunbarton was
prepared and distributed. Currently, Bud Noyes is working on a South Dunbarton
Bike and Auto Tour that will also include select historic locations not included in
the previous tours. The intent is to document all sites of historic significance in
town, to the extent that reliable information is available.
This fall the Committee was asked to provide an appropriate name for a new
road in Dunbarton, located near Page's Corners. Because of the road's proximity to
the site of the fort built by Caleb Page in the mid-1700, the Committee provided the
name. Old Fort Lane.
Many of you have made favorable comments on the historic plaques that have
been painted by the Committee members and installed by Bud Noyes. The
Committee wishes to express its appreciation to Richard Leighton for painting many
of these plaques this summer. He did a fine job, but is now away at school. This
small Committee is looking for towns people who could paint a few plaques so that
the project might move forward and be completed. Please contact Betty Noyes if you
have time to work on a few placques. All materials, including templates and plenty
of support will be provided!
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CENTRAL NH REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
The Central New Harrpshire Regional Planning Conmission (CNHRPC) is a
voluntary association of twenty towns and the City of Concord in Merrimack
and Hillsborough Counties. The Town of Dunbarton is a member in good
standing of the Commission.
The CNHRPC is one of nine RPC's organised under RSA 36:45-53. Our
principle charges are to prepare coordinated plans for the region and
to provide planning assistance to member comnnunities. Every city and
town in New Hanpshire is within an organized region.
Our accomplishments over the last year include:
The Comnnission prepared and distributed the conplete draft of the
transportation elanent of the regional master plan in October. The plan
describes the transportation system of the region, identifies current
and future transportation issues, discusses the role of the CNHRPC in
transportation, and makes recomnnendations to towns, the region, and the
state to address the transportation issues in the region. Although the
plan element is scheduled for adoption in February of 1994, public corrment
on implementation of the plan is continuously welcomed.
Transportation will continue to be a focus in 1994 and beyond. We will
adopt and sutrrdt our first ever transportation inprovement program (TIP)
,
the capital improvement plan for transportation in the region, and will
continue to review, ccrrment, and participate in state transportation
projects, programs, and plans.
Working with interested cities and towns, the RPC updated the Merrimack
County overall econamc development plan. The Commssion continues to
provide administrative and technical support to the participating
comnunities.
We are in the middle of the five year update to the affordable housing
assessment. The project will identify the need for housing affordable
to low and moderate income families in the region, the available amount
of such housing, and the fair share of affordable housing which should
exist in each cannunity.
The Commission continues to provide high quality and timely services to
member municipalities through circuit riding, master plan assistance,
research, and other technical assistance.
Central New Hampshire Regional Planiiing Coirmission





BELKl^AI' MERRIMACK CLTMMUNiri' ACTION PROGRAM
3UMMAtW OP"- SEIWICES PROVIDED T(D DIJNBARTON RES I DEISTS IN 1.993
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAl. FOOD PRCXiRAM - A nutrition program that offers
participants free mitritious foods to supplement their daily diet. The
prograiTi serves children under six years of age, women during pregnaiK^y and
up to 12 months after the birth of their baby and low inconne elderly. Food
is distributed from our Concord warehouse. Value $45.00 per unit (An
individual may not be enrolled m both the WIC program and CSFP but a
family may have manbers on both programs.;
224 Packages 40 Persons $ 10,080.00
PERSONAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM - Provides automated emergency response
equipment to incane eligible elderly who are disabled or medically at-
risk. Value $25.00 per month.
1 Person 1 Household $ 300.00
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDRET^ - Provides specific food to supplement daily
diet of pregnant or nursing women as well as children under five.
Participants receive medical /nutritional screening, counseling and
education. Value includes cost of vouchers and clinical services at
$38.50 per unit.
327 Vouchers 36 Persons $ 12,589.50
CONGREGATE MEALS - All senior citizens are welcome to our congregate meal
sites for nutritious hot meals, social /recreational activities, and
special events. Value $5.47 per meal.
50 Meals 1 Person $ 273.50
FUEL ASSISTANCE - Available to income eligible households to help with
energy costs during the prime heating season. Priority is given to the
elderly and disabled. The average benefit for the 92-93 program was
$384.68.
19 Applications 37 Individuals $ 7,309.12
WEATHER IZAT ION - Improves the energy efficiency of income eligible
households. SupplCTnentaJ program also includes furnace replacement, water
heater replacement and roof repair. Value includes average materials and
laboi costs of $2,090.00.
1 Hone 3 Persons $ 2,090.00
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BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED TO DUNBARTON RESIDENTS IN 1993
USDA COMMODITY FOODS - Distribution of Federal Surplus Foods to income
eligible people through scheduled mass distributions. Values are:
Applesauce $ .37 per unit 82 $ 30.34
Butter $1.28 per unit 175 224.00
Commeal $ .67 per unit 14 9.38
Flour $ .72 per unit 35 25.20
Green Beans $ .27 per mit 29 7.83
Peanut Butter $1.88 per unit 126 236.88
Pork $2.26 per unit 88 198.88
Raisins $ .57 per unit 48 27.36
Rice $ .20 per unit 28 5.60
113 Hoxjsholds 196 Persons
NEW HAMPSHIRE CARES - Assisted non-eligible fuel assistance households
with direct grants of up to $100 to be applied toward household energy
bills.
1 Household 2 Persons $ 100.00
EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES - Provides up to three days of food for people
facing tenporary food crisis. Value $3.00 per meal.
18 Meals 2 Persons $ 54.00
SENIOR TRANSPORTATION provides regularly scheduled transportation to and
from towns in Belknap and Merrimack Counties to medical and professional
facilities, shopping centers, and congregate meal sites. Value $4.90 per
ridership.
181 Rides 4 Persons $ 886.90
GRAND TOTAL $34,448.49
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL - CAP provides utility, 1 andlord/ tenant , legal
and health counseling, as well as referrals for housing, transportation
and other life concerns. These support/advocacy services are not tracked.
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John Robert Swindlehurst III
Allison Kay Locke
Daniel John Seibert

















I hereby certify that the above is correct according to the best
of my knowledge and belief.
Irene Thalheimer, Town Clerk
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Dec. 31, 1993 Wil li am Francis Carney, Jr. Dunbarton, NH
Ann Marie Beauparlant Dunbarton, NH
I hereby certify that the above is correct according to the best



































DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STAFF
Principal/Grade 5 William Zeller
Grade 1/2/3 Susan Johonnett
Grade 1/2/3 Bonni Bateman
Grade 1/2/3 Joan Livsey
Grade 1/2/3 Patricia Prescott
Grade 4 Carol Harris
Grade 5 Lucille Corriveau
Grade 6 Mary Bender
Art Judy Keefe
Guidance Counselor Mary Frances AmRhein
Librarian Lorraine Forest
Music Sharon Knotts
Occupational Therapist Barbara Weeks
Physical Education Jacqueline Moulton
Speech Pathologist Maureen Heckman
Reading Specialist Diane MacDonald
Resource Room Samdra Scruton
Hot Lunch Director Celeste Matras
Cafeteria Helper Pamela Chicoine
Custodian Stephen Grace
Part Time Custodian Kathleen Huot
Weekend Custodian Barbara Cote
Library Aide Allison Swindlehurst
School Nurse Ellen Warecki
Administrative Assistant Betty Ann Monahan
Special Education Aide Deanna Puzzo
Teacher ' s Aide Martha Rae
Teacher ' s Aide Joyce Ray




REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr. Owen P. Conway
It is a tribute to the strength of the aclainistrative leadership teas, the
support of the boards, and the dedication of the teachers cind support staff
that significant changes have been promoted and sustained in the past year.
More importantly, this taste of success has stimulated a desire for continuous
systematic cheinges and improvement. It is this latter development that I have
observed cind experienced vrtiich represents our most significcint accomplishment.
The fact of the matter is that the success of an innovation will depend on its
broad accepteuice by those who must lead, those whose support is necessary, and
by those who must implement the chauige. Consensus is the touchstone of success
in the long term, and the actions by all constituent groups directly involved
in the process in the past year confirm my conviction that the foundation has
been laid to inspire continuous ijnprovement in the formation, development, and
delivery of educational services for all our students.
The Blueprint
The Blueprint for Teaching and Learning has taken its appropriate place in
driving the meiny changes and innovations which are taking place within the
SAU. That was the intent of this plcui - to form a framework for decision
making for staff development activities, orgeinizational structure, the
devel<^»ent of aftei ni stxative goals by the leadership teas, and the corriculun
development process.
Staff Development
This past year marked the inauguration of the comprehensive Staff
Development Plein. Almost 200 plans were personally reviewed by the
Superintendent. Since this was the initial year, a number of issues had to be
resolved, and all were. This substantial change in the perception of the
development of the staff of a school as a cohesive vmit could not have been
achieved without the investment of significcuit time by each of the principals
cind assistant principals.
Critical Skills Training
Integral to the Staff Development Plans for many teachers was their
participation in the Critical Skills Institute. Through August, 1993, 102
teachers amd administrators have participated in Critical Skills Training.
This approach to teaching and learning has, and will continue to have, a
dyncunic impact not only on classroom instruction but also on the general
culture of each school.
When we think of restructuring or reorganizing our schools we
understandably focus on the external, the visible; but the most profound
restructuring is actually the change in our way of thinking about schools and
education, and the immersion of our staff and leadership in the critical skills
model has accomplished that most significamt change of all. Without the
support of the Boards and the substantial investment in staff development







EDUCATION = A BLUEPRIHT FOR SUCCESS
MISSION
It is the mission of the administrator, teachers and staff members of
IXinbarton ElementaLry School to actively engage students in the learning
process. We want students to develop their s)u.lls in acquiring knowledge and
demonstrate the cibility to use knowledge in purposeful and measurable ways.
PHILOSOPHY
We believe that school is a place t^ere children live and grow. Each
child is cin individual and we respect individual differences.
As teachers, we believe that we need to guide students to find their
abilities in varioxis areas and to help them grow educationally at a level where
they can experience success.
In keeping with our new SAU 19 "Blueprint" we adopted the above mission
and slightly revised our philosophy, %Aich we originally adopted in the
1970 's. If you are not familiar with the Blueprint, you should stop by the
stop and request a copy. Education is change amd education is changing here.
A short report cjm't begin to cover everything, so I will concentrate on
Critical Skills and Hultiage education, as they fit together so well.
All teachers attended intensive training weeks over the summer on either
aniltiage or critical skills education. All eure now using new methods to
actively involve students in their own learning.
We, at Dunbarton Elementary School, need to be sure that students start to
bec(me proficient in Problem Solving, Decision Making, Critical Thinking,
Creative Thinking, Communication, Organization, Cooperation, Collaboration,
Management, Leadership, Independent Learning and Dociimentation . These are the
Critical Skills they will need in their adult life. These skills will not be
obsolete vrtien they enter the world of work.
We have finally broken the nearly 150 year old "lockstep" model of
teaching with our multiage primary. Rids just don't grow at the government
rate of 180 days per year. Multiage adds time teJale to the curriculum. It
gives students more time euid teachers continuous time with children. It is
also very demanding on teachers. Many of you find teachers still here at 5:00
PM v^en you pick up your children frc»n our after school program. 10 hour days
are common for our teachers as well as work on weekends.
Differently abled children are more readily accommodated in a multiage
setting. Multiage is inclusive. Whole language is inclusive. When diversity




School is the only place %^ere we segregate people by age. If we did this
in the work force, there would be multiple uprisings.







Modeling kid to kid
Less discipline problems
Yearly curriculum changes
Fosters positive self esteem
Strong family ties with parents
Forces teachers to individualize
Empowers children in their own education
Meets the needs of all developmental levels
Opportimities for close and varying relationships
We are proud of o\ir school and our students. We are a place where
children live euid grow, we are not a factory. The students who entered 1st
grade last September will graduate from high school in the year 2005 and from
college in 2009. We are beginning their preparation for an unknown world. We
are listening to what research tells us and trying to perfect ovir school to
provide students with skills they %rLll need in their future.
Mountain View Middle School
Stephen O'Heil, Principal
Together we are better — positively! This is the theme for Mountain View
Middle School as it moves into its third yeau:. With a school population of
1058, of v^ich 49 are Dunbarton students in Grades 7 and 8, Mountain View
remains as one of the largest middle schools in New Hampshire and one of the
best! Using the Blueprint for Success as our guide, we continue to build on
our critical skills approach as being fundamental to the successful learning
process for our students. With our continued expouision of interdisciplinary
teaching amd cross grade student/faculty interaction, students are experiencing
new and exciting ways to learn. The Student Council has emerged as a driving
force in school pride, citizenship and leadership. Our Blue Ribbon School
Volimteer Program, under the direction of Brenda Henk, has enriched our school
community. Our interscholastic sports programs, intramural programs,
Bamd/Chorus activities, Odyssey of Mind teams, school store, and the 8th grade
trip to Washington, DC have contributed toward the sense of excitement and
enthusiasm that is evident when you enter Mountain View Middle School. We are
proud of our accomplishments to date and look forward to our future successes.
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GOFFSTOWN AREA HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPALS REPORT
We continue to be appreciative of the good work of the
preparing students for high school
.
Dunbarton School in
After a six-year study involving the future educational needs of our
students, the high school initiated the current ninth grade core program. This
program incorporates new teaching strategies jmd learning environments. To
date, the new program is functioning well. Plans to extend the core program
through grade 10 are being discussed and will be dependent on additional staff
for the school year 94-95. Current plans envision an expansion of elective
courses for grades 11 and 12 cuid a continued emphasis on higher expectations
for all students.
The incorporation of technology across the curriculum continues to be
primary significance in helping all students achieve a relevant education. As
we continue to stress the importance of college preparation, it is more and
more imperative that we provide educational opportunities for those students
vAo will enter the world of work. A world that is more and more driven by the
uses of technology.
HEALTH REPORT 1992-1993
The school year began with an inmninization audit of all new students.
Notices went out to parents reminding them that a second MMR (measles, mumps
and rubella) vaccine was required before a student entered into 7th grade.
Annual student screenings were done %^ich included height, weight, vision and
hearing on all students plus blood pressure and pulse on 4th, 5th and 6th grade
students. Scoliosis screening (curvature of the spine) was completed for the
5th and 6th graders.
The School Dental Health Program was held in October. This program is
offered to all residents of Dunbarton, ages 3 through 6th grade. This year 47
children participated. The program is sponsored by the Dunbarton PTO and
offers dental cleaning and fluoride application at a very reasoncible cost.
Special thanks to Janice Amarosa, PTO coordinator and Joyce Prowse, dental
hygienist.
Health Education classes were taught on general good health practices,
hemdwashing, growth cind development, AIDS, bicycle safety, and nutrition.
Special programs included a statewide dental health poster contest, and Jump
Rope for Heart Program. This program is a combined effort between the school
nurse and the physical education teacher, Jackie Moulton. "Here's Looking at
You 2000", a drug and alcohol awareness program, was presented to grades 2, 3,
4, and 6.
Periodic checks were done for head lice (pediculosis). There were several
isolated incidences which were treated appropriately.
Preschool registration was held in May with cui informational meeting for
parents. Any child who is six years old by September 30th may register for
school
.
It is my pleasure to be serving as yoxir school nurse. I WcUit to thank
Beth Hennessey for her advice cuid support and I weint to thank all of you for
your patience as I strive to become the kind of school nurse that Dunbarton
Elementary School deserves.
Respectfully svibmitted,




The School Volunteer Program (SVP) at Dunbarton Elementary
School (DES) has been in existence for twenty years now. In 1973
Jan Zeller saw the need for volunteers in the school and
organized what is still a very successful program. Over the past
twenty years there have been several SVP coordinators. Jan
Zeller, Rita Gonyer, Joyce Ray, Nancy Sherman, Dianne McGuire,
Pamela Chicoine, Joanne Grenon, Janet Piar, Sue Chase, Judy
Keefe, Sheree Westerlund, Susan Wiggin and Martha Rae have all
volunteered their time to coordinate the School Volunteer
Program. A special thanks to all of these people for keeping
such a beneficial program running for all these years.
A school volunteer program is a very important part of your
childs educational process. It is our goal to extend the
teacher's teaching time by relieving the teacher of some non-
instructional tasks. Our main objective is to achieve the best
possible educational experience our children can receive.
During the 1992-93 school year, 234 volunteers pitched in a
total of 5,02 5 volunteer hours which again allowed us to apply
for and receive the Blue Ribbon Achievement Award. The people
who volunteer at Dunbarton Elementary School represent the true
backbone of what our community is all about. Dunbarton is so
lucky to have so many caring people who are willing to volunteer
their valuable time to benefit a good cause - in this case the
children of our community. We encourage veteran and new
volunteers to continue to give our children the special gifts
they have to offer. And to those volunteers our most sincere
THANK YOU.
The 1992-93 school year also brought a few changes to our
SVP. The first change was in our record keeping system. We
tried a different approach using a monthly calendar which was
passed out and collected on a monthly basis. We found this to be
an accurate method of keeping track of volunteer hours. The
institution of a few new programs such as instructional
basketball for grades one and two, two all girls basketball teams
for grades three and four, a fourth grade reading club, and a
teacher appreciation day all helped to enrich our program.
Again we wish to say thank you to the hundreds of people who
volunteer throughout the year. Your "work" does not go
unnoticed.
In the spirit of volunteering,




DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1993
The annual District Meeting of the Dunbarton School Board was called to order at 7:43
P.M. by Leslie G. Hammond, School District Moderator. Dunbarton Elementar>' School Principal,
William T. Zeller, led the assembly in the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
Mr. Hammond then introduced the following:









Supervisors of the Checklist
SAU 19 Staff Superintendent
Asst. Superintendent
Business Administrator









Thank you to Dan and Gail Troy for the use of their sound system during the meeting.
Special mention went to Harold Mooney, to whom this year's Town Report was dedicated, for his
41 years of service to the town.
A motion by Martha Hammond to waive the reading of the warrant, passed.
Article 1 - Moved by Betty Ann Noyes and seconded, passed.
That the salaries of tiie School Board and Truant Officer and the compensation of any
other officer or agent of the District be accepted as printed in the Town Report.
Mrs. Noyes noted that this article includes salaries for School Board, Truant OfiBcer, Census
Taker, School District Clerk, Treasurer, Moderator and Auditor, for a total of $641.
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Article 2 - Moved by Jef&ey Taylor and seconded, passed.
That the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers of the District be accepted as
presented in the Town Report.
Mr. Taylor spoke briefly about the Long Range Planning Committee, explained their charge and
introduced Cathy Green, Chairperson. Mrs. Green stated there are 20 people serving on this
committee, and that they have broken down their charge into four areas: Population Projections,
Program, Kindergarten, and Facilities. Barry Lussier spoke to the assembly regarding Population
Projections.
Article 3 - Moved by Martha Hammond and seconded.
That the School District appropriate and transfer to the School District Capital Reserve
Fund established in 1991 for capital improvements any unencumbered surplus funds
remaining on hand at the end of the fiscal year 1992-93, an amount not to exceed 535,000
(Thirty-five thousand dollars) of the unencumbered fund.
Mrs. Hammond noted there is currently $24,194.02 , plus interest, in the fund. The Board is
asking for a portion of the Unreser\ed Fund Balance, to be used only for capital improvements of
the school building. Any moneys in the Capital Reserve Fund would be spent only after after
approval at a Public Hearing.
Amendment: Motion by Barry Lussier to amend the figure in Article 3 to $50,000, Seconded.
.Amended motion: Passed.
That the District appropriate and transfer to the School District Capital Reserve Fund
established in 1991 for capital improvements, any unencumbered surplus funds remaining
on hand at the end of the fiscal year 1992-93, an amount not to exceed 550,000 (Fifty
thousand dollars) of the unencumbered fund.
Article 4 - Moved by Martha Hammond and seconded, passed.
That the District raise and appropriate the sum of 51,831,679.00 (One million eight
hundred thirty-one thousand six hundred seventy-nine dollars) for the support of schools,
for the payment of salaries for School district officials and agents, and for the payment of
statutory and contractual obligations of the District.
Mrs. Hammond reported that this budget was built on current salaries due to the continuing
negotiations with the teaching staff When an agreement is reached, the Board will hold another
District meeting to vote on this issue. The largest mcrease in the budget is in tuition to Gofifstown
and tuition is expected to increase.
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Concern was voiced regarding the Board's direction toward muli-age class grouping. Mr. Taylor
made mention of the many studies done in this field and of the seminar offered to Dunbarton
residents regarding restructuring of classes. Before a final decision is made, the School Board will
hold a pubUc meeting on this issue.
The Board was questioned as to why it did not include an additional teacher in the budget. Mrs.
Noyes explained that the board did not believe it was a necessary and justifiable expense. There
was also reluctance because of the large increase in the tuition to Goffstown.
Amendment: by Sue Bracy, seconded, to hire another teacher for the 1993-94 school year,
total costs not to exceed S32,000, bringing the budget total to $1,863, 679 (One million eight
hundred sixty-three thousand six hundred seventy nine).
Request for paper ballot on the amended motion, passed.
Results of paper ballot:
\TS NO
48 48
Not receiving a majority vote, the amendment was defeated.
Article 5 -
To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.





RECORD OF THE SPECIAL
DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
JUNE 30, 1993
Pursuant to a petition by the Dunbarton School District, a special School District
meeting was held on June 30, 1993. The purpose of the meeting was to see "if the
District would vote to affirm and be bound by the financial provisions of a two
year collective bargaining agreement between the Dunbarton Teachers Association
and the Dunbarton School Board covering the years 1993-94 and 1994-95. The
warrant also provided for increases in salaries and benefits".
The following public officials were present:
Moderator Leslie Hammond
School Board Jeffrey Taylor, Chairperson
Martha Hammond
Betty Ann Noyes
School District Clerk Scott Ives
Principal William Zeller






SAU 19 Staff Owen Conway, Superintendent
Douglas Hatfield, School District Attorney
The meeting was called to order at approximately 8:10 P.M. by Leslie Hammond,
School District Moderator. Mr. Hammond then read the court decree and the
accompanying warrant. The warrant reads as follows:
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THE STATE OF xVEW HAMPSHIRE
Merrimack, ss. . Superior Court
PETITION OF DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
FOR SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
PURSUANT TO RSA 197:3
DECREE
The above entitled Petition came before the Court for
hearing and the Court having considered the evidence finds that
pursuant to the provisions of RSA 197:3, an emergency situation
does exist within the Dunbarton School District which requires
the holding of a Special School District Meeting.
It is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that said
Dunbarton School District is authorized to hold a Special School
District Meeting pursuant to RSA 197:3 on the 30th day of June,
1993 commencing at 7:30 P.M. at the Dunbarton school building for
the purpose of acting upon the Warrant Articles set forth in the
accompanying Petition and said School District Meeting shall have
the same authority as that of an Annual School District Meeting,
to act upon the following Warrant; Articles:
I. To see if the District will vote to affirm and be
bound by the financial provisions of a two-year collective
bargaining agreement entered into between the Dunbarton
Teachers Association and the Dunbarton School Board covering
the years 1993-94 and 1994-95 wherein the estimated
increased costs for 1993-94 is $33,166.00 and for 1994-95 is
$3 0,3 05.00 covering salaries and benefits; and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $33,166.00 for the purpose of funding
the 1993-94 year of said collective bargaining agreement; or
to take any other action in relation thereto.
The above approval is conditioned upon compliance with all
statutory requirements relating to the posting and notice which
controls such a Special Meeting.
This Decree is made solely for the purpose of permitting the
Special Meeti.ng to be held and is not to be construed, nor
interpreted m any other manner, nor for any other purpose
whatsoever.




A TTHJt CJFY ATTEST:
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DUN3ART0N SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRAiNT
1993
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in
the Town of Dunbarton qualified to vote in District
affairs
:
PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY OF ORDER OF THE
HONOR.ABLE MERRIMACK COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
DATED MAY 26, 1993 YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED
TO MEET AT THE DUNBAlRTON COMMXTOITY CENTER AT
DUNBARTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT
ON WEDNESDAY, THE THIRTIETH DAY OF JUNE, 1993,
AT SEVEN-THIRTY IN THE EVENING TO ACT
UPON THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES AT A SPECIAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING PURSUANT TO
RSA 197:3:
1. To see if "he District will vote to affirm
and be bound by the financial provisions of a two-year
collec-ive bargaining agreement entered into between the
Dunbar-on Teachers Association and the Dunbarton School
Board covering the years 1993-94 and 1994-95 wherein the
estiaaced increased ccsus for 1993-94 is 333,166.00 and
for 1994-95 IS S30,305.00 covering salaries and benefits;
and to raise and appropriate the sum of 333,166.00 for
the purpose of funding che 1993-94 year of said
collective bargaining agreement; or to taJce any other
action in relation thereto.
2. To transact such other business as may
lawfully come before the meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID DUNBARTON THIS
SECOND DAY CF JUNE, 19^3
ZIZZ CJ SCHOOL bcaAd
T) SCHOOL BOfti>.D
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After reading the court decree and warrant Mr. Hammond opened the meeting and
asked for a motion. The Moderator recognized Mr. Taylor. A motion by Mr. Taylor
to move the article as printed and read. The motion was seconded by
Martha Hammond. The Moderator asked if Mr. Taylor would care to enter into
discussion. Mr. Taylor accepted.
Mr. Taylor addressed the assembly and outlined the framework of the negotiations
between the Dunbarton Teachers Association and the Dunbarton School Board. His
comments reflected the hard work and reasonable accommodations made by both sides
during the negotiations. He explained in detail the cost of the various increases
and benefits agreed to in the collective bargaining agreement. He ended his
comments by saying "it would be irresponsible to continue to play catch up with
the rest of the industry". He urged support for the contract.
The Moderator opened the floor to discussion and recognized Mr. Lussier.
Mr. Lussier asked the board for the total present amount of payroll. The board
asked for clarification. The Moderator recognized Ms. Noyes. Ms. Noyes asked
Mr. Lussier if he was referring to the employees covered under the collective
bargaining agreement. Mr. Lussier acknowledged that was the information he was
interested in. Ms. Noyes reported the total payroll for those covered under the
collective bargaining agreement is $351,751.00. The Moderator asked for further
discussion. The Moderator recognized Mr. Lussier for further discussion.
Mr. Lussier stated that by his calculation these employees were receiving a 9j%
raise across the board for just one year. The Moderator recognized Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Taylor explained that Mr. Lussier was including the cost of benefits.
Discussion ensued, and after further calculation is was decided the actual pay
increase amounted to an average of 6iZ for the first year. This also included
longevity pay. Mr. Lussier asked what the actual percentage increase was for
each individual. While the board was calculating the percentages, questions
were posed about the benefits package. Mr. Taylor discussed the benefits and
its costs in detail. Martha Hammond pointed out that under the new collective
bargaining agreement health care costs would be less next year than they are
this year. The board then reported the individual increases ranged from 3.4%
to 11.3%.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Herlihy. He stated the Manchester teachers had
given up pay raises for three years. He then stated that "he looked in his
back yard and his money tree is empty". His further comments indicated that he
was opposed to any pay raises.
The Moderator recognized Ms. Noyes. Ms. Noyes clarified that the board had
never compared Dunbarton teachers with pay scales for teachers in Manchester.
She further explained that Dunbarton teachers had worked since 1990 with no
increase in pay. She stressed that other surrounding towns had received pay
increases. She then went on to point out that the total increases for
Dunbarton teachers amounted to $24,844.00. This small amount covered all
sixteen employees and was a very reasonable settlement in light of the complex
negotiations which reduced the step increases from 24 levels to 10.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Mullen. Mr. Mullen asked what the percentage
would be after the two years. The board answered slightly over 5% and because
of the new contract there would be no large fluctuations in the increases
between employees.
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The Moderator recognized Mr. Herlihy. Mr. Herlihy asked for the individual
break down of income for each employee covered by the contract. The Moderator
ruled the request out of order. Mr. Herlihy was recognized and he made a motion
to table the contract until the next School District meeting. The motion was
seconded, but was defeated on a voice vote.
The board pointed out that many other towns had given their teachers pay raises
or had higher pay scales than the teachers in Dunbarton. The Moderator
recognized Mr. Taylor. Mr. Taylor pointed out that in Manchester the teachers
were in their second year of no increases, however, they still received step
increases. He also stated they had a very healthy benefit package.
The Moderator called for further discussion. There being none, he called for
the motion. Mr. Lussier was recognized by the Moderator. Mr, Lussier presented
a petition for a paper ballot, the petition had the required number of signatures
and was accepted. The Moderator reread the article and opened the polls. After
all present had voted, a five minute recess was called to count the ballots.
The Moderator read the results. Seventy-five ballots were cast. Twenty-seven
in the affirmative, forty-eight were opposed. The motion was defeated.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Mann. Mr. Mann asked if it would be proper to
amend the motion. The Moderator stated it would be proper, but due to the large
opposition, it would be pointless.
A motion from the floor to adjourn was recognized. The motion was seconded,






Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord. N.H. 03301 (603) 225-6996
To the Members of the School Board
Dunbarton School District
Dunbarton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Dunbarton
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1993, as listed in the table
of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of
the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be included to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be
recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission
described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Dunbarton School District as of June 30, 1993, and the results of its
operations for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial
statements listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional
analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of
the Dunbarton School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in
our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
September 16, 1993
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NOTE ON PARAGRAH 3 OF THE
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
Generally school districts do not keep a fixed asset account because
depreciation is not recorded. However, the Kew Hampshire School Boards
Insurance Trust and the Association of School Business Officials are currently
working on a manual to develop the necessary procedures to be used in recording
these assets.
REPORT OF DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1992 to June 30, 1993




Revenue from State Sources 30,123.59
Received from all other Sources 6,490.96
Total Receipts $1,876,731.55
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $1,735,803.33
Less School Board Orders Paid $1,658,543.77
Balance on Hand, June 30, 1993 $ 77,259.56
Susan V. Chase
District Treasurer
DEBT SERVICE SCHEDULE INFORMATION
During the fiscal year July 1. 1992 to June 30, 1993, two bond payments
were made on the New Hampshire Municipal Bond Bank Bond; on July 15, 1992
payment niomber 8 in the amount cf $103,013.03 was made. Payment number 9 in
the amount of $36,039.67 was made on January 15, 1993. In fiscal year 1994.
payment number 10 for $101,039.67 was made on July 15. 1993 and payment number
11 for $33,748.42 was made on January 15. 1994. This bond will be completed
v/ith payment number 40 m the amount of $67,551.25 on July 15. 2008.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
The School Board was kept busy during the year considering
the wisdom of both multiage education and the codification of
what we are trying to accomplish (The Blueprint for Student
Success). We also approved a proposal for after-school day care;
rewrote the policy for the use of the school facilities by the
community, including the state requirement for the presence of a
trained cafeteria worker; approved the membership i a proposed
telecommunications consortium (fiber optics network). filled
staff vacancies at Dunbarton Elementary School and acted upon
administrative changes at the S.A.U.; worked on teacher training
requirements; agreed to share the school property with the Town
Library should the need arise; soul searched and agonized over
the tragic suicide at the high school causing us to revisit and
modify our existing Crisis Intervention Plan already in place and
address preventative measures; dealt with the finance of both the
district and the S.A.U.; and spent countless hours working with
the Dunbarton Education Association on our first collective
bargaining agreement.
During that time the board requested Long Range Planning
Committee under the leadership of Cathy Green to investigate a
couple of very important issues that can have a significant
impact on the entire community as a whole. First and foremost
has been the committee's investigation into the desire and
feasibility of a district run kindergarten. All research points
toward the tremendous advantage the children have when a
kindergarten experience is part of their overall schooling. As
of this date, Dunbarton Elementary School receives first grade
students from as many as 14 different local private kindergartens
and some children with no kindergarten experience at all. The
L.R.P.C. has recommended in favor of a public kindergarten as
soon as possible. To initiate such a program would require the
hiring of an added teacher and additional classroom space. With
careful scheduling, transportation could be easily handled with
our existing bus routes.
Even if we choose not to initiate a kindergarten program at this
time the need for space is still there, since census studies show
that in just a few short years we will outgrow the now existing
space and need an expansion just to accommodate the incoming
students. The L.R.P.C. has also provided us with some reliable
means to project the number of students we will get over the next
ten years and the enrollments will continue to increase. They
have also presented us with some preli-minary cost projections
and suggested different options, however we felt it prudent to
budget a small amount in order to consult an architect so that
prior to the March 1995 District Meeting we may present you with
an operable blueprint that will meet our needs.
As you are all aware, the Multiage Program for grades 1-3 was
started this year and as with anything that is new, has had its
growing pains. Our original goal with this program was to bring
a semblance of consistency to the school and avoid the need for
additional staff, however the educational benefits are beginning
to become apparent. As we closely monitor the program and hear
input from the community, we are becoming more and more certain
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
that multiage education is an improvement. Dunbarton Elementary
is doing what this school so often does: researching current
developments in education and adopting selectively only those
ideas that are suited to our students, our town, and our times;
not blindly following the latest fad. I am happy to report that
recent observation showed a tremendous amount of cooperation
going on in all 4 classes. The teaching/learning experiences are
apparent everywhere you look. Each student was actively engaged
in his/her own learning as well as helping another student who
may need assistance. These students are learning far more then
just academics, they are learning tolerance, compassion, sharing,
cooperation, and other virtues we all want our children to have.
It seems that a strong sense of community is developing as can be
witnessed by some of their quotes: "Older kids help younger kids
and younger kids help older kids," "It's nice to have more then
one teacher in the room, everyone's a teacher". A thorough
assessment of this program will be made at the end of the school
year
.
We have no plans for the expansion of this program into the
grades 4-6 in the immediate future, however the teachers have
expressed the interest to combine some of the grades for certain
subjects. As always, our teachers are doing a laudable job,
putting forth extraordinary effort and deserve high praise. We
look forward to your continued input and support but we primarily
wanted to make you aware of the space needs we will be faced with
in the future, all the time realizing we must strive to provide
the finest possible education at the lowest possible cost. We
would like to take this opportunity to thank the Long Range
Planning Committee for all the wonderful work that they did
this past year. The information provided by them has been
invaluable. We would also like to take this occasion to
express our sincere gratitude for the many years Martha Hammond
has donated to serving on the Dunbarton School Board. Her calm
under fire and her special way of asking the right questions





DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in
the town of Dunbarton qualified to vote in District
affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE
DUNBARTON COMMUNITY CENTER IN DUNBARTON
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON
TUESDAY, THE EIGHTH DAY OF MARCH, 1994, AT
TEN O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING TO CAST BALLOTS
FROM THAT HOUR OF SAID DAY UNTIL AT LEAST




To choose one member of the School Board
for the ensuing three years
.
2 To choose one member of the School Board
for the ensuing two years.
3. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing
year.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID DUNBARTON THIS






DUNBARTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1994
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in
the tovm of Dunbarton qualified to vote in District
affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE
DUNBARTON COMMUNITY CENTER AT DUNBARTON
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON
SATURDAY, THE TWELFTH DAY OF MARCH, 1994,
AT SEVEN-THIRTY IN THE EVENING TO ACT
UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
1. To determine and appoint the salaries of
the School Board and Truant Officer and fix the
compensation of amy other officer or agent of the
District, or to take amy other action in relation
thereto
.
2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees or Officers of the District, or to tcike amy
action in relation thereto.
3. To see if the District will vote to affirm
and be bound by the financial provisions of a two-year
collective bcirgaining agreement entered into between the
Dunbarton Education Association and the Dunbarton School
Board covering the years 1993-94 and 1994-95 wherein the
estimated increased costs for 1993-94 are SEVENTEEN
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY-NINE DOLLARS ($17,779.00)
and for 1994-95 are SEVENTEEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED
TWENTY DOLLARS ($17,120.00) covering saleiries and
benefits; and to raise and appropriate the sum of
SEVENTEEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY-NINE DOLLARS
($17,779.00) as a deficit appropriation for the purpose
of funding the 1993-94 yeair of said collective
bargaining agreement; or to t«ike cuiy other action in
relation thereto. (RECOMMENDED BY SCHOOL BOARD.)
4. To see what sum of money the District will
vote to raise cind appropriate for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries for school district
officials cind agents, and for the payment of statutory
cind contractual obligations of the District, or to take
any other action in relation thereto.
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5. To see if the District will vote to
appropriate and transfer to the School District Capital
Reserve F\md established m 1991 for capital
improvements . any unencumbered surplus funds remaining
on hand at the end of the fiscal year 1993-94, an amount
not to exceed THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($30,000.00) of
the unenciunbered fund, or take any other action m
relation thereto. (RECOHMENDED BY SCHOOL BOARD.)
6. To trainsact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AT SAID DUNBARTON THIS



























Unreserved Fund Balance $ 101,579 $ 16,397 $ 33,141







The Town of Dunbarton was first graiited in 1735 by Governor Jonathan
Belcher as Gorhamtown. It was regranted by Governor Eemiing Wentwortb m
1748 as Starktown after the father of General John Stark. The charter of
Dunbarton, named after Diinbarton in Scotland, was signed by Governor
Benning Wentworth on August 10, 1765.
Dunbarton is located in Merrimack County, bounded by Goffstown to the
south, Weare to the west, Hopkinton to the north. Bow and Hooksett to the
east.
From 1765 until 1822 when the town of Hooksett was incorporated, the
bounds of Dunbarton went to the Merrimack River.
Dunbarton has: Five ponds, all with public access:
Gorham Pond, 102.6 acres
Kimball Pond, 37.2 acres
Long Pond, 32.1 acres
Purgatory Pond, 18.6 acres
Stark Pond, 10.8 acres
Three town cetneteries (Center, Pages Comer, East)
and one private ceiietery (Stark).
67 Miles of road
19,560 acres or 31.4 square miles which include:
100 acres of conservation property
198 acres of conservation easonent
925 acres of Kuncanowet properties
474 (approximate) acres of town forest
and 1187+ acres of federal land.
Population of approximately 1701
The elevation above sea level for the Town Hall is 830', the top of Mills
Hill (the highest point) 925', the Bow-Dunbarton line on Route #13 (the
lowest point) 350'
.






Thursday 7 - 9 pm
GENERAL INFORMATION
The Planning Board meets the third Wednesday of the month. The Zoning
Board meets the second Monday of the month, as required. Call the
Selectmen for further information.
The School Board meets the first Wednesday of the month at the school
.
Library Hours: Winter Monday 9 am - 1 pnti
Tuesday 2 pm - 8 pn
Wednesday 9 am - 1 pm
Thursday 2 pm - 8 pm
Saturday 9 am - 1 pnn
Sumnier Monday 9 am - 1 pm
Tuesday 2 pm - 8 pm
Wednesday 9 am - 1 pm
Thursday 2 pm - 8 pm
Friday 9 am - 1 pn 774-3546
Volunteer Fire Department - E5mergency 225-3355
Police Department 224-1232
Brush burning penmits are required unless there is complete snow cover.
They may be obtained from J. R. Swindlehurst, Bud Marcou, Fred Mullen, or
Peter Hecker.
The annual town election and town meeting is the second Tuesday in March.
Voter registration qualifications: 18 years of age, citizen and resident
of Dunbarton. Register with Supervisors of the Checklist or Town Clerk.
New registrations by ten days prior to any election. Absentee ballots are
available to qualified voters for town and state primary and general
elections.
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